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WIMP hypothesis largely studied, 
the WIMP miracle and DM relic 
density:

… but also the correct relic density 
can be obtained by lighter particles, 
the WIMPless miracle (see J. L. 
Feng and J. Kumar, PRL 101, 
231301 (2008)) :

→ Generalisation of the WIMP 
miracle outside the weak scale
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FIG. 1: Mass ranges for dark matter and mediator particle candidates, experimental anomalies,
and search techniques described in this document. All mass ranges are merely representative; for
details, see the text. The QCD axion mass upper bound is set by supernova constraints, and
may be significantly raised by astrophysical uncertainties. Axion-like dark matter may also have
lower masses than depicted. Ultralight Dark Matter and Hidden Sector Dark Matter are broad
frameworks. Mass ranges corresponding to various production mechanisms within each framework
are shown and are discussed in Sec. II. The Beryllium-8, muon (g � 2), and small-scale structure
anomalies are described in VII. The search techniques of Coherent Field Searches, Direct Detection,
and Accelerators are described in Secs. V, IV, and VI, respectively, and Nuclear and Atomic Physics
and Microlensing searches are described in Sec. VII.

II. SCIENCE CASE FOR A PROGRAM OF SMALL EXPERIMENTS

Given the wide range of possible dark matter candidates, it is useful to focus the search
for dark matter by putting it in the context of what is known about our cosmological history
and the interactions of the Standard Model, by posing questions like: What is the (particle
physics) origin of the dark matter particles’ mass? What is the (cosmological) origin of
the abundance of dark matter seen today? How do dark matter particles interact, both
with one another and with the constituents of familiar matter? And what other observable
consequences might we expect from this physics, in addition to the existence of dark matter?
Might existing observations or theoretical puzzles be closely tied to the physics of dark
matter? These questions have many possible answers — indeed, this is one reason why
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Freeze-out scenario

Broad spectrum of DM candidates and well motivated 
effort towards its probing

https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.04591
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The relic abundance can be 
expressed in terms of the 
model 4 parameters

for which the correct 
abundance is obtained 
through fine –tuning of the y 
parameter.
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Light thermal DM (LTDM): Hidden-sector DM and the portal formalism

FIG. 17: Direct annihilation thermal freeze-out targets and asymmetric DM target for (left)
non-relativistic e-DM scattering probed by direct-detection experiments and (right) relativistic
accelerator-based probes. The thermal targets include scalar, Majorana, inelastic, and pseudo-
dirac DM annihilating through the vector portal. Current constraints are displayed as shaded ar-
eas. Both panels assume mMED = 3mDM and the dark fine structure constant ↵D ⌘ g2D/4⇡ = 0.5.
These choices correspond to a conservative presentation of the parameter space for accelerator-
based experiments (see section VIG).

dump experiments, the mediator can be emitted by the incoming proton, or if kine-
matically allowed, from rare SM meson decays, while detection could proceed through
DM-nucleon scattering. Thus, proton beam-dump experiments are uniquely sensitive
to the coupling to quarks. On the other hand, leptonic couplings can be studied in
electron beam-dump and fixed target experiments, where the mediator is radiated o↵
the incoming electron beam. The DM is identified through its scattering o↵ electrons
at a downstream detector, or its presence is inferred as missing energy/momentum.

C. Experimental approaches and future opportunities

The light DM paradigm has motivated extensive developments during the last few years,
based on a combination of theoretical and proposed experimental work. As a broad orga-
nizing principle, these approaches can be grouped into the following generic categories:

• Missing mass: The DM is produced in exclusive reactions, such as e+e� ! �(A0
!

��̄) or e�p ! e�p(A0
! ��̄), and identified as a narrow resonance over a smooth

background in the recoil mass distribution. This approach requires a well-known initial
state and the reconstruction of all particles besides the DM. A large background usually
arises from reactions in which particle(s) escape undetected, and detectors with good
hermeticity are needed to limit their impact.
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Vector portal (Dark photon, A0
)

Scalar portal (Dark Higgs, S)
Fermion portal (Heavy Neutral Lepton, N)

Pseudo-scalar portal (ALPs, a) (generic case)
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Particle model: interaction of DM with SM through a 
new force carried by a light mediator 

The vector portal: a massive U(1)’ vector mediator, A’, interacts with SM particles through 
kinetic mixing ℇ with SM photons

”thermal target” in {m, y} plane

https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.04591
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DM and Standard Model (SM) anomalies: the muon (g-2)µ anomalous magnetic moment

B. Abi et al., PRL 126, 141801 (2021)

T. Ayoma et al., PR 887, 1-66 (2020)
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Recently published results from Muon (g-2) 
Experiment @Fermilab indicates:

aµ(Exp) = 116 592 061(41)⇥ 10�11
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As a New Physics contribution, generic X (e.g. A’, Z’) 
boson vertex corrections could serve as possible 
explanation of (g-2)µ discrepancy

aµ(Exp)� aµ(SM) = (251± 59)⇥ 10�11
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Note: recent precise Lattice QCD calculations reduce discrepancy (see S. 
Borsanyi et al., Nature 593 (2021) 51-55). Hadronic loop contributions to 
be measured by MUonE @CERN (G. Abbiendi. PoS ICHEP2020, 223 
(2021))
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Accelerator-based searches for light vector mediators
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A’ bremsstrahlung Annihilation Meson decay 

Accelerator experiments search 
for DM produced in a relativistic 
regime in the mass range MeV-
GeV → great advantage for 
probing energy scales similar to 
thermal freeze-out
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Search techniques for light DM at NA64 
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NA64 relies on missing energy/momentum 
techniques to identify DM, using an active beam 
dump

1) Beam dump (DM 
scattering off electron)

2) Active beam dump 
(missing energy/momentum)

beam beam
dump Active

dump
detector

eZ ! eZA0;A0 ! �̄�
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eZ ! eZA0
<latexit sha1_base64="BZnHWraMkQaSHT6CwJ4RSMxtpmU=">AAACEHicbVBLTgJBFOzBH+JvxKWbjsTIisygiS4xblxiIp8AE9LTPKBDz/Sku0clEy7hAdzqEdwZt97AE3gNG5iFgJW8pFL1Xuql/IgzpR3n28qsrW9sbmW3czu7e/sH9mG+rkQsKdSo4EI2faKAsxBqmmkOzUgCCXwODX90M/UbDyAVE+G9HkfgBWQQsj6jRBupa+eh1ZFsMNRESvGIoXV91rULTsmZAa8SNyUFlKLatX86PUHjAEJNOVGq7TqR9hIiNaMcJrlOrCAidEQG0DY0JAEoL5n9PsGnRunhvpBmQo1n6t+LhARKjQPfbAZED9WyNxX/89qx7l95CQujWENI50H9mGMt8LQI3GMSqOZjQwiVzPyK6ZBIQrWpayEliLlxBZ+YZtzlHlZJvVxyz0vlu4tCpZh2lEXH6AQVkYsuUQXdoiqqIYqe0At6RW/Ws/VufVif89WMld4coQVYX78E951I</latexit>

e� ! e�
<latexit sha1_base64="qal/MMD7jfX1liqU5+GlUEs9qe8=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARuipJFXRZcOOygn1AE8pkOmmGzmTCzEQpsb/hB7jVT3Anbt37Bf6G0zQL23rgwuGcezmXEySMKu0431ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+POkqkEpM2FkzIXoAUYTQmbU01I71EEsQDRrrB+Gbmdx+IVFTE93qSEJ+jUUxDipE20sA+IR6OqCfpKNJISvEIc2FgV526kwOuErcgVVCgNbB/vKHAKSexxgwp1XedRPsZkppiRqYVL1UkQXiMRqRvaIw4UX6W/z+F50YZwlBIM7GGufr3IkNcqQkPzCZHOlLL3kz8z+unOrz2MxonqSYxngeFKYNawFkZcEglwZpNDEFYUvMrxBGSCGtT2UIKT5lxBZuaZtzlHlZJp1F3L+qNu8tqs1Z0VAan4AzUgAuuQBPcghZoAwyewAt4BW/Ws/VufVif89WSVdwcgwVYX7/xuZ90</latexit>

mA0 < 2m�
<latexit sha1_base64="Mv4DRFNzi8nPXgOafX4oSczjAhw=">AAACDnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSJ2VZIq6MJFxY3LCvYBbQiT6aQdOo8wMymUkH/wA9zqJ7gTt/6CX+BvOGmz0NYDl3s4517u5YQxJUq77pdVWlvf2Nwqb1d2dvf2D+zDo44SiUS4jQQVshdChSnhuK2JprgXSwxZSHE3nNzlfneKpSKCP+pZjH0GR5xEBEFtpMC2WZDenmc3DdMHaEyywK66dXcOZ5V4BamCAq3A/h4MBUoY5hpRqFTfc2Ptp1BqgijOKoNE4RiiCRzhvqEcMqz8dP555pwZZehEQpri2pmrvzdSyJSasdBMMqjHatnLxf+8fqKjaz8lPE405mhxKEqoo4WTx+AMicRI05khEElifnXQGEqItAnrzxWWUOMKmifjLeewSjqNundRbzxcVpu1IqMyOAGnoAY8cAWa4B60QBsgMAXP4AW8Wk/Wm/VufSxGS1axcwz+wPr8AXo5nHc=</latexit>

mA0 > 2m�
<latexit sha1_base64="JrnDYH3GbOpvK5jTMUvekCJZm8o=">AAACDnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSJ2VZIq6EoqblxWsA9oQ5hMJ+3QeYSZSaGE/IMf4FY/wZ249Rf8An/DSZuFth643MM593IvJ4wpUdp1v6zS2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/YB8edZRIJMJtJKiQvRAqTAnHbU00xb1YYshCirvh5C73u1MsFRH8Uc9i7DM44iQiCGojBbbNgvT2PLtpmD5AY5IFdtWtu3M4q8QrSBUUaAX292AoUMIw14hCpfqeG2s/hVITRHFWGSQKxxBN4Aj3DeWQYeWn888z58woQycS0hTXzlz9vZFCptSMhWaSQT1Wy14u/uf1Ex1d+ynhcaIxR4tDUUIdLZw8BmdIJEaazgyBSBLzq4PGUEKkTVh/rrCEGlfQPBlvOYdV0mnUvYt64+Gy2qwVGZXBCTgFNeCBK9AE96AF2gCBKXgGL+DVerLerHfrYzFasoqdY/AH1ucPfX2ceQ==</latexit>

� / ✏4↵D
<latexit sha1_base64="lD33BJ0f5oEsiudGiVgxHi4cVXc=">AAACHXicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMHB4OQU5iJAT0G9OAxglkgE0NNp5M06Y3uHiGEHP0OP8CrfoI38Sp+gb9hZzmYxAcFj/eqqKoXK0aNDYJvL7W2vrG5ld7O7Ozu7R9kD49qRiYakyqWTOpGDIYwKkjVUstIQ2kCPGakHg+uJ379kWhDpbi3Q0VaHHqCdikG66R29jQytMchUloqKyOiDGVSPJQiYKoP7Zt2NhcUgin8VRLOSQ7NUWlnf6KOxAknwmIGxjTDQNnWCLSlmJFxJkoMUYAH0CNNRwVwYlqj6SNj/9wpHb8rtSth/an6d2IE3Jghj10nB9s3y95E/M9rJrZ71RpRoRJLBJ4t6ibMt9KfpOJ3qCbYsqEjgDV1t/q4DxqwddktbOEJc65kY5dMuJzDKqkVC+FFoXhXypXz84zS6ASdoTwK0SUqo1tUQVWE0RN6Qa/ozXv23r0P73PWmvLmM8doAd7XL4AYo3k=</latexit>

� / ✏2
<latexit sha1_base64="fApSJwr1WWzZn/bMNOXrRbr3mzw=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCTbAIXZWkCrosuHFZwT6giWUynbRD58XMRCgh3+EHuNVPcCduXfsF/obTNgvbeuDC4Zx7ufeeWFKije9/O2vrG5tb26Wd8u7e/sGhe3Tc1iJVCLeQoEJ1Y6gxJRy3DDEUd6XCkMUUd+Lx7dTvPGGlieAPZiJxxOCQk4QgaKzUd09DTYYMhlIJaUSIpSZU8Md63634NX8Gb5UEBamAAs2++xMOBEoZ5gZRqHUv8KWJMqgMQRTn5TDVWEI0hkPcs5RDhnWUzR7IvQurDLxEKFvceDP170QGmdYTFttOBs1IL3tT8T+vl5rkJsoIl6nBHM0XJSn1jPCmaXgDojAydGIJRIrYWz00ggoiYzNb2MJSal1Bc5tMsJzDKmnXa8FlrX5/VWlUi4xK4AycgyoIwDVogDvQBC2AQA5ewCt4c56dd+fD+Zy3rjnFzAlYgPP1CymQoCI=</latexit>

NA64 operates in two distinct modes: visible
and invisible

Visible Invisible

Signature: SM pair 
production

Signature: missing 
energy

✏2
<latexit sha1_base64="3GehWh/he9DyYSNYdF14Zbx9BnA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBF6KkkV9Fjw4rGC/cA2ls120i7d7IbdjVBC/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJpxp43nfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpuaZkqik0quVSdkGjkTGDTMMOxkygkccixHY5vZn77CZVmUtybSYJBTIaCRYwSY6WHHiaacSkea/1S2at6c7irxM9JGXI0+qWv3kDSNEZhKCdad30vMUFGlGGU47TYSzUmhI7JELuWChKjDrL5xVP33CoDN5LKljDuXP09kZFY60kc2s6YmJFe9mbif143NdF1kDGRpAYFXSyKUu4a6c7edwdMITV8YgmhitlbXToiilBjQyraEPzll1dJq1b1L6q1u8tyvZLHUYBTOIMK+HAFdbiFBjSBgoBneIU3RzsvzrvzsWhdc/KZE/gD5/MHcYyQrg==</latexit>

✏2↵D
<latexit sha1_base64="WsTINZskgF/eFpw3SnQzIPrAX9o=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11qWbYBG6KjNV0GVBFy4r2Ad0xiGTZtrQTBKSjFiG/oobF4q49Ufc+Tem7Sy09cCFwzn3cu89sWRUG8/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YND96jS0SJTmLSxYEL1YqQJo5y0DTWM9KQiKI0Z6cbj65nffSRKU8HvzUSSMEVDThOKkbFS5FYCIjVlgj80AsTkCEU3kVv16t4ccJX4BamCAq3I/QoGAmcp4QYzpHXf96QJc6QMxYxMy0GmiUR4jIakbylHKdFhPr99Cs+sMoCJULa4gXP190SOUq0naWw7U2RGetmbif95/cwkV2FOucwM4XixKMkYNALOgoADqgg2bGIJworaWyEeIYWwsXGVbQj+8surpNOo++f1xt1FtVkr4iiBE3AKasAHl6AJbkELtAEGT+AZvII3Z+q8OO/Ox6J1zSlmjsEfOJ8/z6OUNA==</latexit>

✏2
<latexit sha1_base64="3GehWh/he9DyYSNYdF14Zbx9BnA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBF6KkkV9Fjw4rGC/cA2ls120i7d7IbdjVBC/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJpxp43nfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpuaZkqik0quVSdkGjkTGDTMMOxkygkccixHY5vZn77CZVmUtybSYJBTIaCRYwSY6WHHiaacSkea/1S2at6c7irxM9JGXI0+qWv3kDSNEZhKCdad30vMUFGlGGU47TYSzUmhI7JELuWChKjDrL5xVP33CoDN5LKljDuXP09kZFY60kc2s6YmJFe9mbif143NdF1kDGRpAYFXSyKUu4a6c7edwdMITV8YgmhitlbXToiilBjQyraEPzll1dJq1b1L6q1u8tyvZLHUYBTOIMK+HAFdbiFBjSBgoBneIU3RzsvzrvzsWhdc/KZE/gD5/MHcYyQrg==</latexit>

NA64 approach !
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A fixed-target set-up: the NA64 experiment

Process New Physics
e� beam
A0 ! e+e� Dark photon

A0 ! invisible
A0 ! �̄� sub-GeV Dark Matter (�)
X ! e+e� new gauge X�boson

milliQ particles Dark Sector, charge quantisation
a ! ��, invisible Axion-like particle

µ� beam
Zµ ! ⌫̄⌫ gauge Zµ�boson of Lµ � L⌧ , < 2mµ

Zµ ! �̄� Lµ � L⌧ charged Dark matter (�)
milliQ Dark Sector, charge quantisation

aµ ! invisible non-universal ALP coupling
µ� ⌧ conversion Lepton Flavour Violation
⇡�, K� beam Current limits, PDG 2018
⇡0 ! invisible Br(⇡0 ! invisible) < 2.7⇥ 10�7

⌘ ! invisible Br(⌘ ! invisible) < 1.0⇥ 10�4

⌘0 ! invisible Br(⌘0 ! invisible) < 5.0⇥ 10�4

K0
S ! invisible no limits

K0
L ! invisible no limits
e+ beam

<latexit sha1_base64="U6InCsxaeJDzzoKVcH/6WHnfZME=">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</latexit>

Broad physics program A fixed-target experiment at the CERN Super-Proton Synchrotron 
(SPS) aiming at probing Dark Sector physics

International collaboration with 50 researchers from 16 institutions

2014     2015     2016     2017     2018     2019     2020     2021     2022     2023     2024

Proposed 
as P348

Approved 
as NA64

CERN Long Shutdown 2
(LS2)

First test 
run

Invisible 
run

Invisible + visible 
runs

Approved to 
continue running

Invisible 
run

Muon test 
run

Muon first 
physics run

CERN LS3

Invisible + visible runs

Muon physics 
runs
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Hadronic 
Calorimeter (HCAL): 
- Fe/Scintillator sandwich
- High hermeticity (∼28λ)

6/15/21Henri Sieber on behalf of the NA64 Collaboration 8

NA64 in invisible mode: set-up

E. Depero et al., NIM A 866,(2017) 196-201

Beam:
- H4 100 GeV electron beam from 
CERN SPS
- ≤ 107 e-/spill, 5s spill duration, 2-4 
spill/min
- beam hadron contamination 𝜋/e ≤ 1% 

Momentum reconstruction: dp/p ∼ 1%

Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter (ECAL): 
- Pb/Scintillator 
- High hermeticity (40X0)

SRD: e tagging @95%

�EECAL/EECAL ' 0.1/
p
EECAL

<latexit sha1_base64="E9EWZyPSzhkx6L7c0wm1yrxSf7M=">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</latexit>

�EHCAL/EHCAL ' 0.6/
p
EHCAL

<latexit sha1_base64="S73vE3JExoctfeaTYoTthvTEsOs=">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</latexit>

e�
<latexit sha1_base64="EXzoxQDOIhfQkrsQM8rZ0hpqO0k=">AAACAXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYhS8GHajoMeAF48R3CSQrGF20kmGzGOZmRXCkpMf4FU/wZt49Uv8An/D2WQPJrGgoajqprsrihnVxvO+nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY0DJRBAIimVStCGtgVEBgqGHQihVgHjFoRqPbzG8+gdJUigczjiHkeCBonxJsrBTAY3ox6ZbKXsWbwl0mfk7KKEe9W/rp9CRJOAhDGNa67XuxCVOsDCUMJsVOoiHGZIQH0LZUYA46TKfHTtwzq/TcvlS2hHGn6t+JFHOtxzyynRyboV70MvE/r52Y/k2YUhEnBgSZLeonzDXSzT53e1QBMWxsCSaK2ltdMsQKE2PzmdvCE2ZdybJk/MUclkmjWvEvK9X7q3LtNM+ogI7RCTpHPrpGNXSH6ihABFH0gl7Rm/PsvDsfzuesdcXJZ47QHJyvX9JYl84=</latexit>

⇡�
<latexit sha1_base64="vqRxQqv8A7clnTxQIIp8+ubkH6Y=">AAACA3icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBS8GHajoMeAF48RzAOSNcxOZpMhM7PLzKwQlhz9AK/6Cd7Eqx/iF/gbziZ7MIkFDUVVN91dQcyZNq777aysrq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDpo4SRWiDRDxS7QBrypmkDcMMp+1YUSwCTlvB6DbzW09UaRbJBzOOqS/wQLKQEWys1OrG7DG9mPRKZbfiToGWiZeTMuSo90o/3X5EEkGlIRxr3fHc2PgpVoYRTifFbqJpjMkID2jHUokF1X46PXeCzqzSR2GkbEmDpurfiRQLrccisJ0Cm6Fe9DLxP6+TmPDGT5mME0MlmS0KE45MhLLfUZ8pSgwfW4KJYvZWRIZYYWJsQnNbRMKtG/EsGW8xh2XSrFa8y0r1/qpcO80zKsAxnMA5eHANNbiDOjSAwAhe4BXenGfn3flwPmetK04+cwRzcL5+AW0ymLI=</latexit>

Signature as missing energy:
- Incoming e- with 100 GeV and 

good SRD tag
- ECAL shower with E < 50 GeV
- No energy deposit in Veto and 

HCAL (HCAL < 1 GeV)

S. N. Gninenko et al., PRD 94, 095025 (2016)

SM predictions: EECAL+EHCAL = 100 GeV

7 T.m
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Combined 2016-2018 invisible searches results for LTDM and muon (g-2)µ
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D. Banarjee et al., PRL 123, 121801 (2019)

Background source Background number, nb

punchthrough �’s, cracks, holes < 0.01
loss of dimuons 0.024± 0.007
µ ! e⌫⌫, ⇡, K ! e⌫, Ke3 decays 0.02± 0.01
e� interactions in the beam line 0.43± 0.16
µ,⇡,K interactions in the target 0.044± 0.014
accidental SR tag and µ,⇡,K decays < 0.01
Total nb 0.53± 0.17

<latexit sha1_base64="RX52mI+31LWc3MAxjB2geobO9I8=">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</latexit>

Combined analysis of 2016 and 2017/2018 runs: 2.84x1011 EOTs
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No event found in the signal box !

Constraints set by NA64 on LTDM starts to exceed the ones set 
by other beam dump experiment (especially for m < 0.1 GeV)

Very close sensitivity to thermal DM models (see discussion on 
combined muon searches and 2021 runs prospects)

�NA64 / ✏2 �dump / ✏4↵D
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The overall signal efficiency ϵA0 is slightly mA0, EA0

dependent and is given by the product of efficiencies
accounting for the geometrical acceptance (0.97), the track
(≃0.83), SRD (≳0.95), VETO (0.94), and HCAL (0.94)
signal reconstruction, and the DAQ dead time (0.93). The
signal acceptance loss due to pileup was ≃8% for high-
intensity runs. The VETO and HCAL efficiency was
defined as a fraction of events below the corresponding
zero-energy thresholds. The spectrum of the energy dis-
tributions in these detectors from the leak of the signal
shower energy in the ECAL was simulated for different A0

masses [48] and cross-checked with measurements at the
e− beam. The uncertainty in the VETO and HCAL
efficiency for the signal events, dominated mostly by the
pileup effect from penetrating hadrons in the high-intensity
run III, was estimated to be ≲4%. The trigger efficiency
was found to be 0.95 with a small uncertainty 2%. The A0

acceptance was evaluated by taking into account the

selection efficiency for the e-m shower shape in the
ECAL from signal events [48]. The A0 production cross
section in the primary reaction was obtained with the exact
tree-level calculations as described in Ref. [49]. An addi-
tional uncertainty in the A0 yield ≃10% was conservatively
accounted for the difference between the predicted and
measured dimuon yield [36,38], which was the dominant
source of systematic uncertainties on the expected number
of signal events. The total signal efficiency ϵA0 for high-
(low-) intensity runs varied from 0.53! 0.09 (0.69! 0.09)
to 0.48! 0.08 (0.55! 0.07), decreasing for the higher A0

masses.
Using constraints on the cross section of the DM

annihilation freeze-out [see Eq. (2)], and obtained limits
on mixing strength, one can derive constraints on the LDM
models, which are shown in the (y;mχ) and (αD;mχ) planes
in Fig. 4 for masses mχ ≲ 1 GeV. On the same plot one
can also see the favored y parameter curves for scalar,

FIG. 4. The top row shows the NA64 limits in the (y;mχ) plane obtained for αD ¼ 0.5 (left panel) and αD ¼ 0.1 (right panel) from the
full 2016–2018 data set. The bottom row shows the NA64 constraints in the (αD; mχ) plane on the pseudo-Dirac (left panel) and
Majorana (right panel) DM. The limits are shown in comparison with bounds obtained in Refs. [12,13,25–27] from the results of the
LSND [24,34], E137 [35], MiniBooNE [37], BABAR [39], and direct detection [59] experiments. The favored parameters to account for
the observed relic DM density for the scalar, pseudo-Dirac, and Majorana type of light DM are shown as the lowest solid line in top
plots; see, e.g., [16].

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 123, 121801 (2019)

121801-5
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Invisible decays and the electron (g-2)e

Y. M. Andreev et al., PRL 126, 211802 (2021)

New precision measurement at LKB and 
Berkeley (see L. Morel et al., Nature 588, 61 
(2020) and R. H. Parker et al., Science 360, 191 
(2018); see also D. Hanneke et al., PRL 100, 
120801 (2008))

�ae = aEXP
e � aLKB

e = (4.8± 3.0)⇥ 10�13 (1.6�)

�ae = aEXP
e � aBe = (�8.8± 3.6)⇥ 10�13 (�2.4�)
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Could the bounds be explained a generic X 
boson ?

eZ ! eZX; X ! invisible
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No evidence for such a particle but NA64 results 
one order of magnitude more sensitive on 
probing NP in (g-2)e than current experiments 
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Calculations at 
one-loop:

scalar, pseudo-scalar vector, axial
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Axion-Like Particles (ALPs) at the NA64 experiment

γ

Z

γ

e−e− e−

γ

Z

γ

γ a a

γ

D. Banarjee et al., PRL 125, 081801 (2020)

Background source Background number, nb

leading neutrons 0.02± 0.008
leading K0 interactions and decays 0.14± 0.025
beam ⇡, K charge-exchange and decays 0.006± 0.002
dimuons < 0.001
Total nb (conservatively) 0.17± 0.026
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Signal signatures:
1. Visible decay in HCAL2 or HCAL3 

(decay) → EM-like shower in HCAL 
2. Missing energy in HCAL2 and 

HCAL3 (no decay)
- No activity in HCAL1
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No event found in signal box !

Closing the gap between 
beam dump and colliders 
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Visible searches: Decays to SM particles and the 8Be and 4He anomalies

A. Krasznahorkay et al., arXiv:1910.10459 [nucl-ex]A. Krasznahorkay et al., PRL 116, 042501 (2016)
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FIG. 3. Invariant mass distribution derived for the 20.49 MeV
transition in 4He.

The invariant mass distribution was also calculated
from the measured energies and angles of the same
dataset:

mXc
2 =

√

1− y2E sin(θ/2)+2m2
e

(

1 +
(1 + y2)

(1− y2)
cos(θ)

)

,

where E = Ee+ + Ee− and y = (Ee+ − Ee−)/(Ee+ +
Ee−). The result is shown in Fig. 3 for the signal
(19.5 MeV≤ Etot ≤22.0 MeV, in red) and background
(5 MeV≤ Etot ≤19 MeV, in black) regions.
The observed local p0 probability as a function of mX,

associated to the invariant mass distribution is shown in
Fig. 4. It is the probability that the observed excess
is due to a statistical oscillation of the background, as
defined and used in high energy physics [21].
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FIG. 4. The observed local p0 as a function of the hypothesized
X17 boson mass for the X17 → e+e− channel.

The significance of the peak observed in the e+e− in-
variant mass distribution was found to be 7.1σ. The mass
of the particle derived from the fit is: mXc2=17.00±0.13
MeV. This value agrees within the erroor bar with the
one we derived from the fit of the angular correlation.
The systematic uncertainties was estimated by taking

into account the uncertainty of the target position along
the beam line, which was estimated to be ± 2 mm, which
may cause mXc2± 0.06 MeV uncertainty. The uncer-
tainty of the place of the beam spot perpendicular to the
beam axis was estimated to be in worst case also ± 2
mm, which may cause a shift in the invariant mass of
mXc2± 0.15 MeV/c2. The whole systematic error was
conservatively estimated as: mXc2±0.20 MeV.
The obtained mass value agrees very well with that

of derived for the X17 boson from the 8Be experiments.
This is remarkable taking into account the fact that in
the present 4He transition the anomalous bump in the
angular correlation spectrum appears at a quite different
angle than it appears in the 8Be experiments due to the
different energies of the two excited states. The good
agreement between the two masses leads to the scenario
of decaying both studied excited states by the same X17
particle. This strengthens the validity of the X17 bo-
son hypothesis. It is also worth mentioning that strictly
speaking it cannot be proved that in the 4He case the
anomalous decay belongs to the 21.01 MeV 0− → 0+

transition. The wide 20.21 MeV 0+ first excited state
overlaps with the 21.01 MeV 0− state, and they both
were populated in the experiment. However, the anoma-
lous decay of the 0+ state would result a different new
particle than the decay of the 0− state or the decay of
the 1+ state in the 8Be. Assuming two new particles with
the same mass is a less probable scenario than assuming
only one X17 particle, which explains both anomalies.
We are expecting independent (particle physics) ex-

perimental results to come in the coming years. In the
following we cite a few of them.
Recently, the NA64 experiment [22] at CERN pre-

sented the first direct search with a 100 GeV/c e− beam
for this hypothetical mXc2=16.7 MeV boson and ex-
cluded part of its allowed parameter space, but left the
still unexplored region 4.2 × 10−4 ≤ εe ≤ 1.4 × 10−3 as
quite an exciting prospect for further research. Experi-
ment will be continued [23, 24].
The goal of ForwArd Search ExpeRiment (FASER)

[25] at the LHC is to discover light, weakly interacting
particles with a small (1 m3) detector placed in the far-
forward region of ATLAS. In particular, Ariga and his
coauthors [26–30] considered the discovery prospects for
ALPs. The project has already been approved, and the
experiment will start in 2023.
Jiang, Yang and Qiao [31] presented a comprehensive

investigation on the possibility of search for the X boson
directly in e+−e− collisions, and through the decay of the
created J/ψ particles at the BESIII experiment for both

Z

SMA0

Z

e

SM

e

Possible models of NP for protophobic X 
boson considered to be of the type pseudo-
scalar, axial or vector (see e.g. J. Feng et 
al., PRD 95, 035017 (2017))

NA64 probes this anomaly in a model-
independent way, assuming non-zero
coupling to electron:

8⇤Be !8 BeX;X ! e+e�
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eZ ! eX17Z; X17 ! e+e�
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Visible decay to SM particles (pair creation)

mA0 < 2m�
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eZ ! eA0Z; A0 ! e+e�
<latexit sha1_base64="ixI4BWRshi5Xi46oVlg6yFXrDhA=">AAACLHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSItiGWmCgpuWty4rGAf9GHJpLdtaGYyJBmlDPMXfocf4FY/wY2IW/0N08fCVg/cy+Gce7nJcQPOlLbtdyuxtLyyupZcT21sbm3vpHf3qkqEkkKFCi5k3SUKOPOhopnmUA8kEM/lUHOHV2O/dg9SMeHf6lEAbY/0fdZjlGgjddJ5aLQk6w80kVI8YChlG5ctXMrOiXfRcWzaSZzqpDN23p4A/yXOjGTQDOVO+rvVFTT0wNeUE6Wajh3odkSkZpRDnGqFCgJCh6QPTUN94oFqR5N/xfjIKF3cE9KUr/FE/b0REU+pkeeaSY/ogVr0xuJ/XjPUvYt2xPwg1ODT6aFeyLEWeBwS7jIJVPORIYRKZt6K6YBIQrWJcu6KF3LjCh6bZJzFHP6SaiHvnOYLN2eZYm6WURIdoEOUQw46R0V0jcqogih6RM/oBb1aT9ab9WF9TkcT1mxnH83B+voB5BmoHA==</latexit>

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.10459
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Visible decays at the NA64 experiment: set-up

D. Banarjee et al., PRL 120, 231802 (2018)

X/A0

e

e

Beam:
- H4 100 GeV electron beam from 
CERN SPS;  improved to 150 GeV in 
2018 to boost X boson outside WCAL

Core of the experiment:
- Tungsten calorimeter (WCAL): short, 

probe larger mixing strength
- Thin veto W2: maximise chance of 

decaying outside WCAL
- Additional trackers: measure decay pairs
- Electromagnetic calorimeter: to detect 

the second shower

Signature as:
two separated EM showers,
- One in the dump (WCAL)
- One in the ECAL
- EWCAL+EECAL=Ebeam

First run in 2017: invisible set-up reused as much as possible
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2017-2018 combined analysis of the searches for visible decays
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Y. M. Andreev et al., arXiv:2104.13342 [hep-ex]

Background source 2017 data 2018 data
K0

S ! 2⇡0 0.06± 0.034 0.005± 0.003
⇡N ! (� 1)⇡0 + n+ ... 0.01± 0.004 0.001± 0.0004
punchthrough ⇡� 0.0015± 0.0008 0.0007± 0.0004
punchthrough � < 0.001 < 0.0005
⇡,K ! e⌫, Ke4 decays < 0.001
eZ ! eZµ+µ�;µ± ! e±⌫⌫̄ < 0.001
Total 0.07± 0.035 0.006± 0.003
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No event found in the signal box !

2018 set-up upgrade/optimisation allowed a larger probing
of the ℇ, and considerable background reduction

8.4x1010 EOTs

Remaining ℇ values for vector and 
pseudo-scalar boson to be probed 
during the 2022 updated set-up 
visible run

X17 ! e+e�
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NA64 Collaboration, EPJ C 80 (2020) 12, 1159

Benchmark vector-like boson Pseudo-scalar boson

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.13342
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NA64 muon mode 2021 set-up and feasibility study
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Beam:
M2 beam line with 160 GeV muons

Momentum reconstruction:
For both initial and final state muons

Preliminary

Preliminary

Signature as missing momentum:
- Single scattered muon with E < 80 GeV
- No energy deposited in VHCAL and HCAL, 

ECAL ∼ MIP energy

Hadronic calorimeters 
(VHCAL, HCAL):
Larger (120x60 cm2) HCAL 
modules to ensure maximal 
hermeticity

1.4 T.m

Electromagnetic 
calorimeter (ECAL)

Scattered µ

Located at the M2 beamline, complementary to 
NA64e aiming at probing:

- (g-2)µ anomaly at m < 0.2 GeV through Z’ Lµ-L𝜏
model

- LTDM in the mass region > 100 MeV

- Scalar, ALPs, milliQ particles, …

First test run to be held in October ! 

µ

Z

γ

µ− µ−
Z
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Complementary searches to the NA64 electron mode: NA64µ
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S. N. Gninenko et al., PLB 796, 117-122 (2019)

D. Banarjee et al., PRL 123, 121801 (2019)
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Complementary with mass region ≪ 100 MeV 
and ≥ 100 MeV due to production cross-
sections behaviour
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Summary and outlook: the NA64 experiment in the near future

Dark-sector Physics provides an interesting framework to explain the observed relic abundance 

NA64 is an active beam-dump experiment combining missing energy and momentum techniques to probe sub-GeV 
DM candidates

Combined analysis for the 2016-2018 invisible runs with 
2.84x1011 EOT
- (g-2)µ region probed and A’ excluded as explanation
- Increased sensitivity on LTDM 
- Very close sensitivity to thermal relic abundance
- Sensitivity in probing New Physics in (g-2)e better than high 

precision experiments

Combined analysis for the 2017-2018 visible runs with 
8.4x1010 EOT
- X17 anomalies parameter space largely covered, ℇ < 6.8x10-4

and m ∼ 17 MeV excluded

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Invisible 
run

Muon test 
run

Invisible 
+ visible runs

CERN LS3

Phase 1: first physics 
run, cover (g-2)µ

Phase 2: cover 
high A’, Z’ 
masses

Main prospects until the CERN Long Shutdown 3 (LS3):

- Accumulate ≥ 5x1012 EOT to fully exploit the experiment 
potential to reach LTDM relic abundance in A’→𝜒𝜒

- Explore the unprobed parameter space for X17 → e+e- + 
invariant mass reconstruction and increase the sensitivity in 
visible decay A’→ e+e-

- Probe the Lµ-L𝜏 Z’ model as an explanation to (g-2)µ
- Probe LTDM parameter space for m > 0.1 GeV

Invisible 
+ visible runs
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LTDM equivalence from direct detection to accelerator-based searches

M. Battaglieri et al., arXiv:1707.04591 [hep-ph]
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FIG. 17: Direct annihilation thermal freeze-out targets and asymmetric DM target for (left)
non-relativistic e-DM scattering probed by direct-detection experiments and (right) relativistic
accelerator-based probes. The thermal targets include scalar, Majorana, inelastic, and pseudo-
dirac DM annihilating through the vector portal. Current constraints are displayed as shaded ar-
eas. Both panels assume mMED = 3mDM and the dark fine structure constant ↵D ⌘ g2D/4⇡ = 0.5.
These choices correspond to a conservative presentation of the parameter space for accelerator-
based experiments (see section VIG).

dump experiments, the mediator can be emitted by the incoming proton, or if kine-
matically allowed, from rare SM meson decays, while detection could proceed through
DM-nucleon scattering. Thus, proton beam-dump experiments are uniquely sensitive
to the coupling to quarks. On the other hand, leptonic couplings can be studied in
electron beam-dump and fixed target experiments, where the mediator is radiated o↵
the incoming electron beam. The DM is identified through its scattering o↵ electrons
at a downstream detector, or its presence is inferred as missing energy/momentum.

C. Experimental approaches and future opportunities

The light DM paradigm has motivated extensive developments during the last few years,
based on a combination of theoretical and proposed experimental work. As a broad orga-
nizing principle, these approaches can be grouped into the following generic categories:

• Missing mass: The DM is produced in exclusive reactions, such as e+e� ! �(A0
!

��̄) or e�p ! e�p(A0
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Selection criteria:
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4. No activity in the VETO and HCAL (no 
punch-through) Regions:
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II. SM events with hadron electroproduction in 
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2016-2018 invisible runs analysis: exclusion limits

The overall signal efficiency ϵA0 is slightly mA0, EA0

dependent and is given by the product of efficiencies
accounting for the geometrical acceptance (0.97), the track
(≃0.83), SRD (≳0.95), VETO (0.94), and HCAL (0.94)
signal reconstruction, and the DAQ dead time (0.93). The
signal acceptance loss due to pileup was ≃8% for high-
intensity runs. The VETO and HCAL efficiency was
defined as a fraction of events below the corresponding
zero-energy thresholds. The spectrum of the energy dis-
tributions in these detectors from the leak of the signal
shower energy in the ECAL was simulated for different A0

masses [48] and cross-checked with measurements at the
e− beam. The uncertainty in the VETO and HCAL
efficiency for the signal events, dominated mostly by the
pileup effect from penetrating hadrons in the high-intensity
run III, was estimated to be ≲4%. The trigger efficiency
was found to be 0.95 with a small uncertainty 2%. The A0

acceptance was evaluated by taking into account the

selection efficiency for the e-m shower shape in the
ECAL from signal events [48]. The A0 production cross
section in the primary reaction was obtained with the exact
tree-level calculations as described in Ref. [49]. An addi-
tional uncertainty in the A0 yield ≃10% was conservatively
accounted for the difference between the predicted and
measured dimuon yield [36,38], which was the dominant
source of systematic uncertainties on the expected number
of signal events. The total signal efficiency ϵA0 for high-
(low-) intensity runs varied from 0.53! 0.09 (0.69! 0.09)
to 0.48! 0.08 (0.55! 0.07), decreasing for the higher A0

masses.
Using constraints on the cross section of the DM

annihilation freeze-out [see Eq. (2)], and obtained limits
on mixing strength, one can derive constraints on the LDM
models, which are shown in the (y;mχ) and (αD;mχ) planes
in Fig. 4 for masses mχ ≲ 1 GeV. On the same plot one
can also see the favored y parameter curves for scalar,

FIG. 4. The top row shows the NA64 limits in the (y;mχ) plane obtained for αD ¼ 0.5 (left panel) and αD ¼ 0.1 (right panel) from the
full 2016–2018 data set. The bottom row shows the NA64 constraints in the (αD; mχ) plane on the pseudo-Dirac (left panel) and
Majorana (right panel) DM. The limits are shown in comparison with bounds obtained in Refs. [12,13,25–27] from the results of the
LSND [24,34], E137 [35], MiniBooNE [37], BABAR [39], and direct detection [59] experiments. The favored parameters to account for
the observed relic DM density for the scalar, pseudo-Dirac, and Majorana type of light DM are shown as the lowest solid line in top
plots; see, e.g., [16].
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2016-2018 invisible runs analysis: ALPs event candidate selections

contamination in the beam down to the level π=e− ≲ 10−5.
An active dump, consisting of a preshower detector (PRS)
and an electromagnetic (e–m) calorimeter (ECAL), made
of a matrix of 6 × 6 Shashlik-type modules, is assembled
from Pb and Sc plates of ≃40 radiation lengths (X0). A
large high-efficiency veto counter (VETO) and a massive,
hermetic hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) composed of three
modules HCAL1-3 complete the setup. Each module is a
3 × 3 cell matrix with a thickness of ≃7.5 nuclear inter-
action lengths. The events from e− interactions in the PRS
and ECAL were collected with the trigger provided by the
S1−4 requiring also an in-time cluster in the ECAL with the
energy EECAL ≲ 85 GeV. The detector is described in more
detail in Ref. [37].
If ALPs exist, one would expect a flux of such high

energy particles from the dump. Both scalars and pseudo-
scalars could be produced in the forward direction through
the Primakoff effect in interactions of high energy brems-
strahlung photons, generated by 100 GeV electrons in the
target, with virtual photons from the electrostatic field of
the target nuclei:

e−Z → e−Zγ; γZ → aZ; a → γγ; ð3Þ

as illustrated in Fig. 2. If the ALP is a relatively long-lived
particle, it would penetrate the first downstream HCAL1
module serving as shielding and would be observed in the
NA64 detector with two distinctive signatures, either (1) via
its decay into 2γ inside the HCAL2 or HCAL3 modules
(denoted further as HCAL2,3), or (2) as an event with large
missing energy if it decays downstream of the HCAL2,3.
The selection criteria for signal and background samples

have been obtained using a GEANT4 [38,39] based
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of the NA64 detector. The
code for the simulation of signal events is implemented in
the same program according to the general scheme
described in [40,41], with the a → γγ decay width given
by Γa ¼ g2aγγm3

a=64π.
The event from the incoming electron interacting in the

dump was required to have the incoming track momentum
in the range of 100$ 3 GeV, the SRD signal within the
range of synchrotron radiation emitted by e−s, a single PRS
cluster matched to an isolated ECAL cluster with an energy
greater than 0.5 GeV and an ECAL cluster with the shape
expected from a single e-m shower [37,40]. As the 2γ
opening angle for the a → γγ decay is very small, it was not

possible to distinguish this decay from a single e-m shower
in the HCAL. Therefore, the candidate events with the
signature 1 were selected as a single shower in the neu-
tral final state, i.e., no activity in the VETO and the
HCAL1, with e-m-like lateral shape, the shower maximum
in the HCAL2,3 central cell and the energy deposition
EHCAL ≳ 15 GeV. This allowed us to reduce background to
a small level, while maximizing the a yield by using the cut
on the ECAL energy EECAL ≲ 85 GeV. For events with the
signature 2, we required the ECAL energy to be EECAL ≲
50 GeV and no activity in the VETO and the HCAL. The
above event selection criteria, as well as the efficiency
corrections, backgrounds and their systematic errors were
similar to those used in our searches for the invisible decays
of dark photons [37,42].
An additional background suppression for the case 1 was

achieved by using the lateral shower shape in the HCAL
module. It was characterized by a variable R, defined as
R ¼ ðEHCAL − Ec

HCALÞ=ðEHCALÞ, where EHCAL, Ec
HCAL are

the total HCAL energy and the energy deposited in the
central cell, respectively. An example of R distributions
obtained from data and MC simulations is shown in Fig. 3.
As expected, the distribution for e−s is narrower than for
hadrons, and can be employed for effective particle
identification. Using the cut R < 0.06 rejects ≳98% of
hadrons, while keeping the signal efficiency ≳95%.
The search described in this Letter uses data samples of

nEOT ¼ 2.84 × 1011 electrons on target (EOT) collected
during the 2016–2018 run period with the beam intensity in
the range ≃ð2 − 9Þ × 106 e−/spill. In Fig. 4(a), the dis-
tribution of ≃3 × 104 events from the reaction e−Z →
anything in the ðEECAL;EHCALÞ plane collected with the
trigger and by requiring the presence of a beam e−

identified with the SRD tag is shown. Events from the
horizontal band with EHCAL ≃ 10 GeV originate from the
QED dimuon pair production in the ECAL and were used
to cross-check the reliability of the MC simulation and
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FIG. 2. Illustration of the a production and decay in the reaction
of Eq. (3).
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L, and n events obtained from data during the ECAL and HCAL
calibration runs and simulations.
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background estimate [37]. The further requirement of no
activity in the VETO identified a sample of ≃7 × 103

events shown in Fig. 4(b). This sample corresponds to the
neutral hadronic secondaries from electroproduction in the
dump with full hadronic energy deposition in the HCAL1
module. The events located mostly along the diagonal
satisfy the condition of energy conservation EECAL þ
EHCAL ≃ 100 GeV.
The signal events with the signature 1 are expected to

exhibit themselves as an excess of e-m-like events in the
ðEECAL;EHCALÞ plane in the signal box 1 [Fig. 4(c)] around
the diagonal EECAL þ EHCAL ¼ 100% 10 GeV satisfying
the energy conservation within the energy resolution of
the detectors and the cut R < 0.06, as shown in Fig. 4(c).
By inverting this cut we obtain the control region, where
the signal events are almost absent. The signal box 2,
0≲ EECAL ≲ 55 GeV, EHCAL ≲ 1 GeV for signal events
having a large missing energy is also shown [40,41].
The following processes that may fake the a → γγ decay

in the HCAL2,3 were considered: (1) the production of a
leading neutron (n), or (2) a leadingK0 meson in the ECAL
by e−s in the reaction e−A → nðK0Þ þmπ0 þ X, that pun-
chthrough the HCAL1 and deposited their energy EnðK0Þ ≃
E0 − EECAL in the HCAL2,3 either in hadronic interactions
with a significant e-m component in the shower, or via
K0

S → π0π0 or K0
L → 3π0 decays. The reaction can be

accompanied by the production of any number m of π0s
that decay immediately in the ECAL and a small activity X
in the Veto and HCAL1 below the corresponding thresh-
olds EVeto ≲ 0.5MIP and EHCAL1 ≲ 1 GeV. (iii) Similar
reactions induced by beam π− and K− that are not rejected
by the SRD. As well as the π−, K− → e−ν, or K− → π0e−ν
decays of poorly detected punchthrough beam π−, K−

downstream of the HCAL1, or production of a hard
bremsstrahlung γ in the downstream part of the HCAL1.
(iv) The decays and reactions induced by muons from
dimuon pairs produced in the ECAL.

The main background source is expected from the
reactions (ii), mostly due to K0

S;L decays in flight. The
background was then evaluated by using the simulation
combined with the data themselves by two methods. In the
first one, we use the sample of nn ¼ 7 × 103 observed
neutral events shown in Fig. 4(b). A conservative number
of background events originated from leading neutrons and

K0 was defined as nnðK
0Þ

b ¼ nn × fnðK0Þ × PnðK0Þ
pth × PnðK0Þ

em ,

where fnðK0Þ; P
nðK0Þ
pth , and PnðK0Þ

em are, respectively, the frac-
tion of leading neutrons and kaons in the sample, the
probability for nðK0Þ to punchthrough the HCAL1, and the
probability for the nðK0Þ induced shower to be accepted as
an e-m one. Using GEANT4 simulations we found fnðK0Þ ¼
0.2% 0.07ð0.18% 0.06Þ. The values PnðK0Þ

pth ≃ 10−3ð4.7 ×
10−3Þ were calculated by using measured absorption cross

sections from Refs. [43,44]. The values PnðK0Þ
em ≃ 5 ×

10−3ð1.1 × 10−2Þwere evaluated from the MC distributions
of Fig. 3. The systematic errors of 10% and 30% have been

assigned to PnðK0Þ
pth and PnðK0Þ

em values, respectively, by taking
into account the data-MC difference in punchthrough and
transverse shapes of showers (see Fig. 3) generated by πs.
In the second method we used the number of nc ¼ 12
neutral events observed in the control region, shown in
Fig. 4(c). This number was found to be in a good agreement
with 9% 4 events expected from the sample of neutral
events shown in Fig. 4(b). The background then was
estimated by taking into account the relative composition
of these events which was found to be ≃25% of neutrons
and 75% of K0s.
All background estimates were then summed up, taking

into account the corresponding normalisation factors.
These factors were calculated from beam composition,
cross sections for the processes listed above, and punch-
through probabilities evaluated directly from the data and
MC simulations. The total number of expected candidate
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FIG. 4. Panel (a) shows the measured distribution of all events in the (EECAL; EHCAL) plane selected at the initial phase of the analysis
with the loose cuts. The distribution of pure neutral hadronic secondaries is illustrated in panel (b). The shaded area shown in panel
(c) represents the signal boxes 1 and 2 in the ðEECAL;EHCALÞ plane for the signatures 1 and 2, respectively, where no candidates for the
signal events were found after applying all selection criteria. The blue dots represent 12 events in the control region R > 0.06 from
leading neutral hadrons. The size of the signal box 2 is increased by a factor of 5 along the EHCAL axis for the illustration purposes.
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R-cut: using shower lateral 
shape in HCAL to discriminate 
e- induced shower from 
hadron’s

R < 0.06 → ≥98% rejection

Selection criteria:
1. Single track with momentum 

100±3 GeV (clean track)
2. In time trigger and energy 

deposit in SRD compatible 
with an e- (timing information 
and electron identification)

3. Longitudinal and lateral shape 
of EM shower in ECAL 
consistent with an e

4. No activity in the VETO
5. No activity in HCAL (signature 

2)
6. No activity in HCAL1 and EM-

like shower in HCAL2,3 (R-
cut)

D. Banarjee et al., PRL 125, 081801 (2020)
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2016-2018 invisible runs: tracking 
D. Banerjee et al. Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Physics Research, A 881 (2018) 72–81

Fig. 1. NA64 detailed setup showing all sub-detectors (taken from [15]).

Fig. 2. Left: Sketch of the strip dimensions of the Micromegas modules. The pitch of the strip layers is 250 �m. Right: Principle of operation of a Micromegas detector.

Fig. 3. Micromegas detector placed in the CERN SPS H4 beam line.

the X-strips as shown in the left picture of Fig. 2. The R and X strips
have the same width of 200 �m with the Y strips placed below the R
strips and perpendicular to the X-strips with a width of 50 �m. The pitch
of the strips in all layers is 250 �m. The active detector area is 8 cm ù
8 cm, with 320 strips each for the X and Y coordinates. The readout
is done with a 128 channel APV chip [23] as for the COMPASS GEM
and Micromegas detectors [24]. A multiplexing factor of five allows to
have one chip per detector to read all 640 strips. Fig. 3 shows one of the
Micromegas modules installed at the CERN SPS H4 beam line.

The rotation with respect to the average beam axis and the po-
sition of the modules was known to a precision Ì±0.5˝ and ±1 mm
respectively. Any misalignment of the modules and the precision of the

orientation with respect to the beam axis was not taken into account for
the estimation of the spatial resolution as described below.

3.3. Multiplexing

The genetic multiplexing algorithm [11] exploits the fact that a sin-
gle particle entering the detector produces isolated tracks. The detected
hits therefore occupy only a few neighboring readout strips in a small
area. This allows to group several strips to single electronic channels,
thus reducing the required number of channels and, therefore, the cost
of electronics. In this mapping construction there is only one set of
two consecutive strips corresponding to a given set of two electronic
channels. Using this scheme the theoretical number of readout strips that
can be read by p electronic channels is given by the maximum number
of unordered doublets as

nmax =
p ù (p * 1)

2 + 1 p = odd

nmax =
p ù (p * 2)

2 + 2 p = even.

Therefore in principle the maximum number of strips that can
be multiplexed to be read by the 128 channel APV chip is Ì 8000.
For the NA64 modules this multiplexing factor was reduced to five
(corresponding to 640 strips per module) in order to limit ambiguities
expected at high intensities. The multiplexing formula used to obtain
the channel-strip (c(s)) mapping per plane where c(s) is the channel
corresponding to strip s is:

c(s) = mod (s ù (f loor(s_p) ù m + 1), p) (2)

where p is the number of electronic channels = 64, m = 6 and mod and
floor are the modulo and the rounding down functions. The variable, m,
gives the maximum cluster size which does not lead to repetition of at
least two consecutive strip connections. The above equation is, however,
only valid when p and m + 1 does not share a common prime factor.

74

Tracking system:
- Micromegas: two upstream and four 

downstream the two bending magnets (7 T.m)
- GEM: two downstream
- Straw tube: two downstream

D. Banarjee et al., NIMA 881 (2018) 72-81
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2017-2018 visible runs analysis: event candidate selections 
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Selection criteria:
1. Single track entering the dump
2. In time trigger and energy deposit in SRD 

compatible with an e- (timing information and 
electron identification)

3. No energy in V2 (0.5 MIP)
4. Signal in S4 counter compatible with 2 MIPs
5. Two EM-like showers in WCAL and ECAL

with Ebeam = EWCAL+EECAL
6. No energy deposit on VETO and HCAL

D. Banarjee et al., PRD 101, 071101(R) (2020)
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Signal simulations: compatibility with Monte Carlo simulations toolkit

Significant effort driven towards computation of A’ production 
through bremsstrahlung at ETL and with WW and IWW
approximation (see e.g. S. N. Gninenko et al., PLB 789 (2018) 
406-411), as well as Z’ production (paper in preparation) and 
others

Accurate signal simulations developed in a simulations package 
DMG4 (see M. Bondi et al., arXiv:2101.12192v2 [hep-ph]) 
to be fully compatible with the simulation toolkit GEANT4

S. N. Gninenko et al., PRD 94, 095025 (2016)

M. Bondi et al., arXiv:2101.12192v2 [hep-ph]
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